Week of: Jan. 13-17, 2020

Parent’s Initials: _______

Classroom News
-Ms. Crabtree’s Class-

Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

word
fur
early
circus
turn
skirt
earth
work
curl
learn
hurt
dirt
earn
shirt
heard

Problem of the Day
(POD):

6x8=48
48/6=8
6x9=54
54/9=6

8x6=48
48/8=6
9x6=54
54/6=9

Multiplication for the
Week: 6’s and 7’s
Word Study Skill:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They wiill be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday, 1/17— Spelling, Vocabulary, Pronouns, POD,
Reading
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: Main Idea and Details
Math: Division and Story Problems
Grammar: Pronouns
History/Science: Human Effects on the
Environment/ Life Cycles
Fry Phrases
List 1— Test on Jan. 17th

Important Dates:
Jan. 14-22— Candy Bar Fundraiser
Jan. 20— MLK Day, No school

***Feb. 3— Field Trip Forms
Due***
Vocabulary Words:
disrupted: to interrupt an event, activity, or process
by causing a disturbance
speechless: one who is left without any words to
say unable to speak
irritation: to be annoyed and bothered by someone
or something
compromise: to come to an agreement with others
by changing some thinking
astounded: to be in great shock and temporarily
unable to react
absurd: so ridiculous that it is hard to believe, foolish
forbid: to refuse to allow someone to do or say
something
conceal: to hide or keep something from being able
to be seen in plain sight
hostile: acting in a way that is very unfriendly and
rude
grudge: a continued feeling of bad will towards
someone, to resent
routine: a pattern of events that are followed often
demand: to request something happen right away, as
if there is a right way to make the request
reasonable: to have good judgement and make
decisions that are fair
permanent: to last forever and not change

Suffixes

